
 

Home Herbalist Apprentice Syllabus 

How to reach me: OldWaysHerbal@gmail.com is the best way to communicate.  Please do not use 
Facebook or Instagram DM, as I have notifications turned off and may not see it. 

Course Policies: Please review all policies in the Student Handbook, especially as they pertain to 
online etiquette, social media, and school expectations.  Although we will not be able to sit together in 
the forest, it is still essential that you come to class engaged and present.  Please communicate with 
me if you have ideas to make the class more engaging or easier to sink in to.  

Some of the materials used in this course are my personal work, which I am sharing with you as a 
student.  I own the copyright to all of my work, both published and unpublished, and it may not be 
reproduced, disseminated, or used in any way outside of your personal studying without my express 
written permission.  By taking this course you agree to these terms.  When the work of others is used in 
this course, attribution is made.  If you perform any research on your own for assignments, you must 
provide source attribution or citation as appropriate.  

Live Class Assignment Process: 
Please complete the preparation assignment and readings prior to class.  Be ready to tell us what you 
learned and plan to respond to other people. 

After class, complete the integration assignments, before moving on to the preparation assignments 
and reading for the next class.  Be ready to tell us what you learned and plan to respond to other 
people. 

Independent Study Assignment Process: 
1. Please complete the preparation assignment (sent to you personally) and readings prior to viewing 
the class.  Post your assignments in the comments below the class, and respond to at least 2 other 
people. 
2. Watch the class 
3. Complete the integration assignments after viewing the class, before moving on to the next class.  
Post your assignments in the comments below the class, and respond to at least 2 other people. 

Discussion: I strongly encourage all students to have group discussions in the OWH Students 
Facebook group between classes, as this helps clarify challenging subjects and hone your skills.  If you 
see something interesting or learn a weird detail, share it!  If something is hard or confusing, this is the 
place to ask.  The more students communicate between classes, the better you will remember the 
material in the future. 

If you have a question about the material, ask it either in the student group or as a comment on one of 
the Old Ways Herbal social media posts (facebook & instagram).  Please try your peers before you 
send me an email.  If you have a question, so does someone else, who might not be as brave as you to 
ask—or, I may get 4 emails about the same concept!  So work together and/or ask publicly. 

Textbook: Herbal ABC’s: Foundation of Herbal Medicine by Sharol Tilgner 
Specific readings are outlined under each class.  Please come prepared for the first class by having 
completed the class 1 readings and the preparation assignment (more on this to come).  Optional: feel 
free to read the rest of the assigned chapters, formula suggestions, Materia Medica, and anything else 
that strikes your fancy! 
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Readings & preparation assignments should be completed before class.  Integration assignments are 
due at the next class.  Please be ready to discuss both last class’s integration assignment and current 
class’s preparation assignment.   

Additional Books: A minimum of 2 of the following, including at least 1 from the general list: 
General Herbals:  
A Modern Herbal by Maude Grieve 
Herbal Medicine from the Heart of the Earth by Sharol Tilgner 
Book of Herbal Wisdom by Matthew Wood 
Family Herbal by Rosemary Gladstar 

Specialty Herbals:  
Encyclopedia of Natural Healing for Children & Infants by Mary Bove 
Herbs for Children's Health by Gladstar  
Herbal Remedies for Women by Amanda Mcquade Crawford 
Herbal Healing for Women by Gladstar 
Botanical Medicine for Women's Health by Aviva Romm 
Natural Pregnancy Book by Aviva Romm 
The Male Herbal by James Green 
Herbs for Men's Health by Gladstar 

Readings & Assignments: 
1. Immunity, Autoimmunity, & the Influence of Stress 
Formulation 
How to Use Materia Medica 

Reading 
1. Immune System: 116-121 & 157-160 
2. Materia Medica article & blanks 

Preparation Assignment (before class) 
Please summarize your assigned topic when it is working well when something is wrong,  and tell us 
about at least 1 herb or food with an affinity for that aspect.  This can be a few sentences, a paragraph, 
a series of bullet points, a narrative drawing, whatever--just be ready to explain your piece of the 
immune system and the herb(s) you chose to the group. 

Integration Assignment 
Make a formula for immune system, either acute symptoms or long-term wellness 
Formula Elements: 
1-2 herbs for immediate results 
1-2 herbs for long-term results that will stick  
Consider the remedy form, adherence, and energetics.  Be ready to tell us about it! 

2. Nervous System, Hormones, & Holism             
Verbal Interview Techniques 
Accessibility & Equity in Herbalism : is a little disorganized because it was just over a week after 
George Floyd's murder, and we rearranged the syllabus (by class consensus) to discuss equity in 
herbalism a month early.  There's a lot of prep work but I promise it goes faster than you think it will, 
and the feedback I got from the students in this class and from a couple of other classes that I shared 
this reading list with has been overwhelmingly positive, so I hope you enjoy it too. 

Reading 
1. Nervous System: 238-250  
2. Reproductive Hormones: 288-294 
3. Adrenal Hormones: 363-365 
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4. OLDCARTS handout https://i.ytimg.com/vi/2U4G1A2JSSM/maxresdefault.jpg 
5. Equity Reading: 

Required: 
• social determinants of health: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8PH4JYfF4Ns 
• implicit bias in healthcare: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3KoTi3LRBXI 
• 5 tips for being an ally https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_dg86g-QlM0&feature=youtu.be 

• healthcare inequality https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2017/11/11/562623815/
scientists-start-to-tease-out-the-subtler-ways-racism-hurts-health 

• Black maternal mortality, healthcare bias, doulas...an old one but still the best https://
www.nytimes.com/2018/04/11/magazine/black-mothers-babies-death-maternal-mortality.html 

• bias in reporting affects bias in healthcare (this is short) https://www.huffpost.com/entry/
black-people-loot-food-wh_b_6614 

• 75 things white people can do for racial justice: Read this, and if you're white I challenge you 
to cross something off https://medium.com/equality-includes-you/what-white-people-can-do-
for-racial-justice-f2d18b0e0234 

• a brief history of herbalism (JUST SKIM THIS—who writes history?): https://
theherbalacademy.com/herbalism-a-history/ 

• Activity 1: take Harvard's implicit bias test.  Results are private so be honest with yourself as 
a learning exercise: https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/selectatest.html 

• Activity 2: Who’s land do you live on?  Please share something you learned about the land 
you live on, the Native people who steward it, and the at-risk plants that are relevant in your 
area  
1. start here: https://native-land.ca/   
2. Find the official tribal website and join the mailing list.   
3. Find the tribe's social media and follow it (don't try to join enrolled member's facebook 
groups, but follow the public pages).  If the nations were completely pushed out, find out 
where they were pushed to and what reservation or reserve ended up absorbing survivors, 
and follow that nation too--this is literally what google is for.   
4. Then go here to start learning their traditions, and which ones you've been using without 
knowing: http://naeb.brit.org/   
5. Then go here and look at the list of at-risk plants--non-Native herbalists should not be 
using these for medicine, period.  https://unitedplantsavers.org/ 

Recommended: 
--the Case for Reparations by Ta-Nehisi Coates--this is excellent, a deep dive into the history 
of economic disparities, it's off-topic for our discussion of health disparities specifically but 
otherwise I'd require it.  This is essential context.  https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/
archive/2014/06/the-case-for-reparations/361631/ 
--1619 Podcast, if you haven't heard this you need to.  It should be required for high school 
graduation.  It's the best thing I've heard in years.  https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/
1619/id1476928106 
--Code Switch's latest episode https://www.npr.org/2020/05/29/865261916/a-decade-of-
watching-black-people-die 
--American Police history from throughline podcast, especially for those of you in community or 
family with people who are really struggling with the idea of cops as violent criminals who need 
to be reigned in https://www.npr.org/2020/06/03/869046127/american-police 
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--White Lies podcast, especially if this feels like a sudden change, a surprise, an overreaction, 
or you otherwise need more context for how this country's racist history permeates today: 
https://www.npr.org/podcasts/510343/white-lies 
--people's history by Zinn--this is a project for the whole summer, but it's worth it 

Preparation Assignment 
Please summarize your assigned topic, when it is working well, when something is wrong, and give us 
an example of synergy or balance in how it works.  Describe 1 herb or food with an affinity for it. 

Integration Assignment 
Identify someone in your orbit with a ongoing concern about their nervous or endocrine system—stress, 
sleep, anxiety, PMS, whatever appeals to you but try to keep it simple.  Ask them questions about it 
using the FIFE/OLDCARTS format.  Make a formula to address this concern, considering purpose, 
energetics, synergy, & route. 

3. Digestion, Metabolism, & Filtration 
Dietary Recommendations: How to Make these Useful 
Intro to Energetics 

Reading: 
1. Digestion: 18-22 
2. Liver: 76-80 
3. Lymph: 154-155 first column 
4. Kidney: 374-375 
5. Energetics handouts: doshas and humoural 
Please review the section on 4 qualities energetics in the article from last class also, and be prepared 
to discuss! 
6. Watch these brief videos: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4wfjSfoHwl4 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QrHJ22LRsPA  This person is kind of irritating but the 
acronym is very useful as we move forward 

Preparation Assignment (before class)  
Summarize the action of your assigned organs.  Discuss energetics as expressed by that organ’s 
operation: can you an example of it being warming and cooling, stimulating and calming, or stagnant 
and dispersing?  Describe 1 food or herb with an affinity for your organ in 1 to 2 minutes. 

If you are assigned a type of food, find examples of foods within that category with different 
energetics, for instance immune stimulating foods might be warming and stimulating while anti-
inflammatory foods might be cool, moist, or anabolic—maybe!   Are there any herbs that are 
also foods for regular consumption? 

Integration Assignment: 
1. Food as medicine!  Create an herbal fermented food (or more than one, as many as you like).  

Herbal mead, kombucha with anise-hyssop, kimchi with cayenne or bitters, pickled burdock, etc. 

2. Use the OLDCARTS format to interview someone in your orbit with a digestive complaint.  Be sure 
to include a 24 hour diet recall and have them rank tastes.  What do their tastes tell you about their 
energetics?  What does their diet recall tell you about their overall nutrition?  Make a formula to 
address this concern, considering purpose, energetics, synergy, & route. 

4. Musculoskeletal & Integumentary 
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Inflammation: MSK vs. Integ vs Immune vs CV 
Guiding Principles of Wound Healing 
Contraindications and Drug Interactions 

Reading:  
1. Musculoskeletal: 224-227 
2. Skin: 62, “vulneraries,” 64-70 “demulcents” & “mucilaginous” 
3. Review 157-160 
4. 79-86 (stop at “6 conjugation pathways”) 
5. Contraindications Article  https://oldwaysherbal.com/2019/11/06/herbal-contraindications-

interactions/ 
6. Review dosha & humoral temperaments handouts 

Preparation Assignment (before class)  
Present materia medica on 2 herbs for your assigned organ, with contrasting energetics.  Work a 
description of your assigned organ into your discussion of the herbs in 1 to 2 minutes—this time, start 
with the herbs and work backwards.  What do the two herbs teach us about how the body works when 
things are in balance and when there is a problem? 

Integration Assignment: 
1. Create 2 formulas for your most troubled-prone body system (i.e. digestive, immune, reproductive), 

1 acute and 1 chronic.  Both formulas should have at least 1 herb that will balance the endocrine 
system or the enteric nervous system to help balance the whole. 

2. Identify someone in your orbit with a musculoskeletal or skin concern, who also takes a prescription 
medication.  Create a formula to address their concern without interfering with the medication by 
using the framework in the Contraindications handout. 

5. Cardiovascular & Respiratory, & Loose Ends 

Reading:  
1. CV: 194-200 
2. Respiratory: 172-174 

Preparation Assignment (before class)  
Present materia medica on 2 herbs for your assigned organ, with contrasting energetics.  Work a 
description of your assigned organ into your discussion of the herbs in a 1-2 minute presentation.  How 
do these body systems reflect energetics, and how are they impacted by the energetics of the herb and 
of the problem?
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